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Abstract. Many design researchers evolve artifacts in succeeding projects. Yet, 

these researchers lack a terminology to describe how their artifacts evolve. We 

provide such a terminology by paralleling concepts from evolution with design 

artifacts using examples from conceptual modeling. We found seven concepts 

from evolution that we think are useful to describe evolving design artifacts. 

Evaluating whether these concepts have been addressed, we identified six 

conceptual modeling design studies, whose authors have addressed some of the 

concepts with their own words. Using two of these studies, we explain how 

terminology from evolution can be used to describe evolving design artifacts. 

We hope that our results are useful to be integrated in design science procedure 

models to help researchers increasing rigor and relevance of their research, e.g. 

by allowing to clarify how the artifact at hand has evolved or to describe the 

evolutionary distance to preceding artifacts. 

Keywords: Design artifacts, Evolution, Coevolution, Design Science, 

Conceptual Modeling. 

1 Introduction 

Researchers often evolve their modeling artifacts in succeeding design projects. 

Thereby, artifacts sometimes evolve differently. For example, the Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) specifications were revised to fix shortcomings and support concept 

integration (cf. [1]) leading to a successive UML versions. In this type of evolution, 

successive UML versions evolve within the context of general-purpose modeling and 

consider e.g. changed user needs. An example for another type of evolution comprises 

parts of the UML being transferred to the field of systems engineering, leading to 

SysML [2]. In this case evolution happens within a specific domain so that design 

researchers need to address the specific requirements of the new domain. Yet another 

type of evolution may be distinguished for versions of UML (e.g. UML 2.0 and 2.5) 

and corresponding revisions of standards-compliant UML modeling tools (e.g. [3]) 

that were evolved based on revisions of the UML. In this type of evolution, evolving 

the modeling tool depends on how the corresponding modeling language evolves and 

is thus, dependent on the evolution of another artifact. 
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Prior design research has discussed evolution in the context of mutability [4–6]. 

Mutability is a core component of design research and researchers are asked to 

address mutability when publishing their results [7]. For mutability, two paradigmatic 

perspectives are distinguished: in-design and in-use [4, 5]. In-design mutability refers 

to the degree of artifact change encompassed by the design theory [7] and allows for 

designing mutable artifacts that are adaptable to varying organizational contexts [4] 

and situations [5]. In-use mutability refers to artifacts that evolve over time with users 

adapting the artifact to new situations, e.g. through configuration [5] or tailoring [8]. 

Gregor and Jones state that mutability goes even further by “allowing for a certain 

amount of adaptation or evolution”, [7], p. 326. However, how artifacts evolve and 

adapt is so far not specified in in-use and in-design mutability, so that design 

researchers lack a specification to describe artifact evolution and hence, cannot 

address mutability of their design artifacts for this particular aspect. 

Specifying how artifacts evolve may help design researchers to increase rigor and 

relevance for their design projects. Rigor in design science depends on how 

researchers ground their project with existing artifacts [9]. Being able to specify how 

artifacts evolve instead of just claiming that it evolves may help identifying important 

requirements for the evolution at hand. Relevance in design science depends on how 

researchers address opportunities and problems with their artifacts in the application 

domain [9, 10]. Specifying how their artifact evolves from preceding artifacts may 

help to address relevance more precisely. For example, differentiating between 

different types of evolution allows for discussing the evolutionary distance more 

precisely e.g. by explaining what features have been added or removed, whether new 

domain has been entered or an artifact has now coevolved with another artifact. 

Beyond helping researchers to enhance rigor and relevance, specifying how artifacts 

evolve contribute to discuss evolutionary lineages on different levels such as single 

artifacts or artifacts of a domain such as conceptual modeling design artifacts. 

Investigating evolutionary lineages for single artifacts can also help to discuss and 

compare maturity of different artifacts and to reveal future potential for evolution. 

Investigating evolutionary lineages of different domains contribute also to the 

discussion of how mature domains, such as conceptual modeling, are in contrast to 

other IS domains. Furthermore, discussing evolution in the context of mutability may 

help to further advance mutability research. 

In this paper we aim to investigate concepts to specify evolving design artifacts. 

Although we believe that specifying design artifacts is important for all IS domains 

that develop design artifacts we focus on conceptual modeling design research in this 

paper. Conceptual modeling is a major topic of the Wirtschaftsinformatik domain, 

which is primarily design-oriented [11]. Furthermore, this domain was chosen as the 

authors are familiar with it so that concepts can be transferred to this domain more 

easily and better examples can be given than for other domains. Finally, to allow for 

comparing evolutionary lineages between domains, other domains will follow in 

future research. This paper represents an interim struggle in theorizing [12] that needs 

to be built on to provide for more rigor and relevance in design science projects, to 

develop and compare evolutionary lineages and to enhance mutability research. 
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Hence, these research goals still need to be addressed in succeeding research. Yet, 

this paper also contributes a specific outcome and concepts discussed in this paper can 

already be used as a terminology to describe evolution more specific than it was 

possible before so that evolution as one aspect of mutability can already be specified 

more precisely as demanded by [7]. For investigating concepts to describe evolution 

and deriving the terminology of evolving design artifacts, we use argumentative 

reasoning between evolution of design artifacts and evolution in biology. For a first 

proof of relevance, we employ a content analysis according to Krippendorff [13]. 

Using this method, we investigate whether concepts identified to describe evolution 

have already been applied in recent conceptual modeling design science research. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Mechanisms that Drive Evolution 

Evolution is described as a change in the heritable characteristics of populations over 

successive generations [14] and is pushed forward through diverse mechanisms, 

including mutation, migration, natural selection and gene drift [15]. Mutations alter 

the genome of organisms and result from random errors during DNA replication [16]. 

For example, a mutation can cause a change in a beetle’s genotype from genes for 

grey to white coloration (Fig. 1a). Those beetles that gain genes for white coloration 

can have offspring with a gene for white coloration, too. Accordingly, genes for white 

coloration can be more frequent in future populations. Mutations may result in a gain 

of a new feature or a loss of an ancestral feature. For example, the bacterium 

Sphingobium has evolved a metabolic pathway as a new feature to degrade toxins 

[17] whereas birds have lost their wing function when there was no need to fly. In 

analogy to evolution in biology, we refer to mutation of design artifacts as a gain of a 

new function or withdrawal of an ancestral function. Yet, there are also differences 

within these two contexts. While in biology mutations occur randomly and might 

have a positive, neutral or negative impact on survival and reproduction capabilities 

[16], mutations in design science can typically be planned and can hence, rather be 

classified as non-random. As design researchers plan mutations also the impact is 

more likely to be positive than in biology. Nonetheless, using the analogy in 

conceptual modeling design science may help to specify a gain or a loss of an 

ancestral feature. Yet, the implication of impacting randomly versus non-randomly 

needs further investigation for design artifacts and should therefore not be made. As 

an example, for conceptual modeling design artifacts, we refer to the Business 

Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN) that has experienced major and minor 

revisions that have continuously produced a variety of BPMN features. For example, 

the major revision that lead to version 2.0, not least introduced the choreography 

diagram as a mean to model interactions of multiple communication partners. An 

additional feature of this mutation comprises the extension mechanism that enables 

modelers to systematically extend the BPMN core by custom elements. 
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Figure 1. Evolutionary mechanisms: mutation and migration to induce variation as well as 

natural selection (non-random) and genetic drift (random) for transferring variation 

While mutations lead to genetic variation within a population, migration allows 

transferring this variation to further populations of a specie (Fig. 1b). Imagine, beetles 

with genes for white coloration migrate into another population and thus, allow for 

variety in a second population. Please note that a specie usually includes several 

populations. A population is defined as a group of organisms, in which reproduction 

takes place [18]. In contrast, organisms of a specie only potentially interbreed as they 

live in distinct areas and thus, may form separate populations whose organisms do 

usually not interbreed. Migration allows referring to transferring design artifacts to 

another context and thus, give way for an own evolutionary lineage. For example,  

BPMN has initially addressed the management of business processes, but has already 

been used in a variety of other domains, that even sometimes lead to new BPMN 

species by using the extension mechanism (e.g. [19–22]). 

Mutation and migration allow for variation within populations and create the basis 

for two further mechanisms: natural selection and gene drift. Natural selection acts 

on variation by non-random sorting [23]. Imagine, white beetles live in a habitat with 

green plants so that predators can easily spot them. In this case, they are not likely to 

survive and reproduce, which lead genes for white coloration being reduced non-

randomly for future populations (Fig. 1c). Also, gene drift acts on variation. Yet, 

while natural selection acts non-randomly, gene drift acts randomly [24]. For 

example, a beetle population with white and grey coloration is threatened by a storm, 

in which most of the white beetle die resulting in a random drift towards grey beetles 

(Fig. 1d). Genetic drift may cause two populations starting with the same genotype 

drifting apart into divergent populations or even species [25]. 

2.2 Outcome of Evolution  

Evolutionary mechanisms lead to diverse evolutionary outcomes such as speciation 

[26], adaptation [27, 28], coevolution [29], and extinction [30]. Speciation refers to 

populations of one specie diverging into two or more species and is made responsible 

for diversity of life [31]. After having diverged, organisms of the two species might 

still produce common offspring that are in most cases infertile such as mules resulting 

from horses reproducing with donkeys [32]. A specie is used as a concept to 
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differentiate organisms that cannot reproduce even if manipulated (e.g. moved to 

another area) while population is used to differentiate organisms of a specie that 

actually do not mate, e.g. as they live in different areas or times. In design science, 

species may be used in analogy to artifact types as this concept helps indicating that 

design artifacts can potentially be used to produce offspring that address similar 

requirements or allow to solve similar tasks. In this sense, succeeding artifacts do not 

represent distinct artifact types but rather succeeding artifact instances of the same 

type. Furthermore, populations may be used in analogy to artifact variants to 

indicate that instances of artifact types can be migrated into another context. For 

example, the core BPMN 2.0 can be considered a BPMN artifact type, which meets 

requirements for modeling business processes. Using the core BPMN 2.0 for software 

process modeling [20] led to a new artifact variant that was able to meet the same 

requirements in a new context. Based on this artifact variant, the revision and 

extension of the core BPMN 2.0 regarding new context-related requirements evolved 

a new BPMNt artifact type. While speciation leads to a new specie, extinction means 

that an entire specie disappears. In biology, speciation and distinction happen 

regularly [30]. When using speciation and extinction to describe design artifacts, we 

might rather refer to entry and exit in analogy to the product life cycle [33].  

Adaptation refers to organisms evolving adaptive traits by mutation and natural 

selection and characterizes a population’s movement towards a fit to the environment 

[34]. Adaptations mostly occur through mutations, which impact positively, 

negatively or neutrally on the organism’s survival and reproduction capabilities. 

Based on how mutations impact, they may prevail or be sorted out. Adapting artifact 

instances by introducing a new function usually occurs in succeeding artifact 

versions. For example, the introduction of the choreography diagram as a new feature 

in version BPMN 2.0 can be considered an adaptation to the rising demand for 

modeling and managing communication between business partners (cf. [35]).  

Coevolution occurs across pairs of species that interact with each other [36]. These 

interactions can lead to adaptations of one specie to cause adaptations in another 

specie and vice versa. Accordingly, a cycle of adaptations emerges that is referred to 

as coevolution [29]. Based on how species interact, coevolution is distinguished into 

conflict and cooperation. Conflict usually emerges between predators and prey. 

Predators can coevolve to catch their prey more effectively. As a result, selective 

pressure increases for their prey and leads to coevolving the prey, e.g. to escape more 

effectively. Adaptive traits developed in conflict comprise speed of movement, ability 

to detect and habitat choice [37]. Cooperation e.g. occurs between insects and flowers 

that reward insects with nectar but rely on them for reproduction. Insects and flowers 

have evolved interactions such as communication via scent or attraction via color 

[38]. Coevolution has already been applied to organizational adaptation [39], strategic 

management [40], and strategic alliances [41]. It has also been used for IS by 

discussing mutual adaptations of business and IS strategies and for coevolutionary 

choices of platform-based ecosystem owners [42] and the ecosystem’s environment 

[43]. Using coevolution as analogy for evolving design artifacts, we consider the 

BPMN an artifact type in coevolution with process execution languages (e.g. XPDL 

or BPEL) that represent business processes in context of machine-based workflow 
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execution. These artifact types and the BPMN artifact type complement one another 

in terms of language concepts, semantics and interchange formats [63]. 

Coevolution in biology may lead to endosymbiosis that references to cases where 

one partner is integrated into the other partner’s body [44]. This concept has been 

shaped by Mereschkowsky [45] and has been used as example that evolution may 

lead to more complexity. Endosymbiosis can be used as analogy to describe evolving 

design artifacts that incorporate versions of other artifact types. Referring the example 

of BPMN, the Lane concept may be classified as endosymbiotic integration of swim 

lanes from other modeling approaches (cf. [46, 47]). Please note a distinction between 

endosymbiosis and coevolution: In coevolution an artifact type adapts with another 

artifact type. In case of endosymbiosis only certain versions of an artifact type may be 

incorporated while other versions of that artifact type may remain independent.  

3 Concepts and Relationships for Evolving Design Artifacts 

We summarize concepts and relationships that connect these concepts in Table 1. 

Furthermore, we show how these concepts and relationships interrelate in Fig. 2. 

Examples are taken from conceptual modeling languages. This provides a larger 

scope of consideration in comparison to the specific BPMN examples in Section 2. As 

depicted in Fig. 2, we parallel species with artifact types, in analogy to an instance- 

type relationship, to reflect the idea behind its instances. The artifact instances, which 

in biology reflect organisms, can further be paralleled with artifact versions indicating 

that versions evolve, e.g. during iterations [48], [9]. Furthermore, populations are 

paralleled with artifact variants as this concept allows for summarizing versions that 

are designed for different application domains and that can develop their own 

evolutionary lineage. Among relationships, adaptation refers to gaining new or 

loosing ancestral functions that lead to a better fit to the application domain. 

Accordingly, adaptations reflect iteration cycles in design science. 

Migration relates artifact versions to variants indicating that a particular version is 

used for another application domain. A further relationship, that we found useful to 

describe evolving design artifacts is coevolution. Coevolution can happen between 

versions of one artifact type and those versions of another artifact type and is 

therefore used as relationship between artifact types. In contrast, endosymbiosis may 

be used with the term incorporation for design artifacts, meaning that artifact versions 

of one artifact type may be incorporated for artifact versions of another artifact type. 
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Table 1. Notions to describe evolving design artifacts and examples from conceptual modeling 

Concepts from biology Use for IS design artifacts Example 

Specie: Potentially 
interbreeding organisms 

Artifact type: Summarizing 
artifacts with similar goals 

and user requirements 

Enterprise Modeling Languages 

Population: Organisms of a 
specie that actually mate, 
e.g. as they live in the same 
habitat 

Artifact variant: 
Summarizing artifact 
versions that are used for 
the same application 
domains 

Enterprise Architecture 
Languages, Business Process 
Modeling Languages, Software 
Modeling Languages 

Organism: Instance of a 
specie 

Artifact version: Instance of 
an artifact type 

BPMN 1.0/1.1/1.2/2.0 [49], UML 
1.0-1.5/2.0/2.5 [1] 

Relationship from biology   

Adaptation: Developing or 
losing traits as well as non-
random sorting towards a 

fit to the habitat 

Adaptation: developing or 
losing functions and sorting 
these functions, e.g. towards 

user acceptance  

Revisions of UML specifications 
in order to fix shortcomings and 
support concept integration, for 

instance (cf. [1]) 

Migration: Transferring 
variation (e.g. mutations) in 
between populations 

Migration: e.g. using an 
artifact version within 
another context 

Parts of UML are transferred to 
the field of systems engineering, 
leading to SysML [2]. Some parts 
are completely reused (e.g., Use 
Case Diagrams), while other parts 
are adapted domain-specifically 

(e.g. Block Definition Diagrams 
[50]) 

Coevolution: Evolution of 
a species causes 
adaptations in a second 
specie and vice versa. Is 
distinguished in conflict 

and cooperation. 

Coevolving in cooperation: 
Artifact types that evolve 
together (modeling grammar 
and its tool)  

Versions of the UML (e.g. 
UML 2.0 and 2.5) and 
corresponding revisions of 
standards-compliant UML 
modeling tools (e.g. [3]) 

Endosymbiosis:  
Incorporation of an 
organism within another 
species’ organisms  

Incorporation: Artifact 
versions of an artifact type 
being incorporated in 
versions of another artifact 
type 

Use Case Diagrams were 
integrated in UML (cf. [51]). Parts 
of the UML were refined in 
SysML (e.g. Ports [2]) 

 

Figure 2. Relating concepts and relationships derived from evolutionary biology (cursive 

relationships are only integrated for a better readability) 
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4 Evaluation 

Although this works focusses on discussing concepts and relationships that might be 

used for further theorizing in future work, we include a pilot content analysis 

following Krippendorff [13] to investigate whether these concepts and relationships 

are relevant to describe evolving design artifacts. We believe that “when theories are 

particularly interesting or important, there should be greater leeway in terms of 

empirical support” [52], p. 383, allowing for just a small demonstration to show that 

concepts and relationships of this study may be of relevance. Of course, subsequent 

research is required to assess whether concepts and relationship will hold up [52]. In 

this pilot study we focus on recent conceptual modeling design science research and 

limit the analysis to articles published in the Business & Information Systems 

Engineering (BISE)-journal during the last five years. This journal represents the 

flagship of the Wirtschaftsinformatik domain, which is primarily design-oriented [11].  

We found six conceptual modeling design studies that we have summarized in 

Table 2. In these studies, we could detect all relationships identified in Section 2 and 

3, including adaptation, migration, incorporation and coevolution. Hence, we could 

provide a first proof that identified concepts and relationships are relevant to describe 

evolving conceptual modeling design artifacts. Furthermore, we identified the words 

the authors used to refer to these concepts. We found that adaptation is primarily 

referred to with “extend” while migration is rather referred to “extent” plus a 

specification such as “extends by combining” [53], p. 65 or “extends with the required 

aspects” [54], p. 318. In contrast, incorporation was referred to in different ways using 

words such as “building on” [55], p. 252, and “the techniques were sequentially 

arranged to form” [55], p. 258. Likewise, coevolution was referred to in different 

ways such as with “corresponding software prototype” [55], p. 251. Although we 

found words how authors describe the different types of evolution that we have 

presented in Table 1, we refrain from suggesting words to address these types of 

evolution. For discussing how authors may refer to these concepts we expect that 

more empirical research is required. 

Providing an example how to use the terminology, we use the study from 

Johannsen and Fill [55] in Fig. 3a and Gailly et al. [59] in Fig. 3b. Johannsen and Fill 

have developed an artifact type that represents a roadmap for Business Process 

Improvement (BPI) with conceptual modeling support. Whereas in their first version 

they describe the method [61], they add conceptual modeling support in succeeding 

studies [55], [62]. The authors describe these artifact versions as first contribution 

(BPI-roadmap) and second contribution (modeling support) [55], p.252 and develop 

these contributions in separate papers. Johannsen and Fill further incorporate versions 

of artifact types such as SIPOC and Ishikawa, which they further describe as 

foundations of their artifact type [55], p.253f. Furthermore, we found their artifact 

type in coevolution with the ADOxx platform [63]. This platform has been developed 

by members of the current research group so that implications of the evolution of one 

artifact may be implemented for the other artifact.  
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Table 2. Studies that evolve conceptual modeling design artifacts 

Ref. Artifact type Types of evolution Coding examples 

[56] 

Business Activities for 
modelling Processes and 
process-rel. RBAC models 

Adaptation of Business Activities UML 2.0 extension [57] 
for process-related delegation models as a new artifact 
version 

“[…] implemented our approach as a delegation extension 
[…]”, p. 235 

[53] 
Business model repr. lang. 
for business model analysis  

Migration of VDML [58] by adaptation for specialized 
VDML business model constructs and views  

“This paper extends the previous work by combining […]”, p. 
65 

[59] 

Recommendation-based 
conceptual modeling and 
ontology evolution 

framework (CMOE+) 

Incorporation: The variant incorporates e.g. versions of the 
of the Unified Foundational Ontology [60] 

Migration: Conceptualization of a generic framework 
(CMOE+) and extending this framework for a BPMN 
instantiation as a new variant 

Coevolution: The variant exists in coevolution with the 
eclipse plugin extension for BPMN2 Modeler 

“[UFO] was selected as a core ontology”, p. 242  

“CMOE+ […] may be instantiated and further specialized to 
support different concrete modeling languages.”, p. 236  
 

[55] 

Business process 
improvement (BPI) 

roadmap with conceptual 
modeling support  

Incorporation: the BPI roadmap (first version) incorporates 

versions of artifact types such as SIPOC and KPI 

Adaptation: Conceptualizing a BPI roadmap [61] and 
adapting it for further conceptual modeling support [62], [55] 
as a new artifact version. 

Coevolution with ADOxx [63] 

“The roadmap […] is […] building on BPI techniques”, p. 
252;  “the techniques were sequentially arranged to form a 
roadmap”, p. 258  

“Based on this BPI roadmap, a domain-specific conceptual 
modeling method (DSMM) has been developed.”, p. 251  
“a corresponding software prototype has been implemented 

using a meta modeling platform “, p. 251 

[54] 

Extended ITML for IT 
platforms and multilevel 
model of IT platforms 

Migration of Memo ITML [64] for IT platform constructs as 
a new variant of MML [65]  

Coevolution: Memo ITML for IT platforms exists in 
coevolution with the Flexible Meta modeling language 
implemented in Xmodeler [66] 

“we undertake an attempt to extend ITML […] with the 
required aspects”, p. 318 

“we apply FFML to model different aspects of IT platforms.”, 
p. 234 

[67] 
Business-oriented Service 
Description Language  

Migration:  Developing a UML-profile for the graphical 
Notation of BoSDL as a variant of UML 

“[…] develop such a format based on the UML, which we 
adapted by creating a profile”, p. 12 
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Gailly et al. [59] developed a recommendation-based conceptual modeling and 
ontology evolution framework (CMOE+) that they present as a generic framework in 
its first version. In its second version a specific instantiation for CMOE+BPMN was 
developed. Because of the different versions being either generic (CMOE+) or 
specific (CMOE+BPMN) we present these versions as variants. The authors describe 
that this artifact type “might further be instantiated and further specialized to support 
different concrete modeling languages” [59], p.236 indicating that there may be 
further variants. Gailly et al. incorporate versions of artifact types such as the Unified 
Foundational Ontology (UFO) [60] into their artifact. Furthermore, they describe that 
they implemented an eclipse plugin in their BPMN2 modeling tool, which may 
indicate that CMOE+BPMN is in coevolution with BPMN2 modeler. Please note that 
these two examples represent our interpretations of the authors’ publications. 
Although two authors of this paper coded independently and discussed and merged 
their results, our view may include misinterpretations and is limited to aspects we 
found relevant. We suggest the terminology for evolving design artifacts to be more 
powerful in case the authors use it themselves to describe their artifact evolution 
rather than other researchers trying to interpret their results. 

 

Figure 3. Describing an artifact evolution using a) the example from [55], b) the example from 
[59] and c) providing a legend for the different relations that occur in evolving design artifacts 
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5 Discussion  

The terminology to describe evolving design artifacts, summarized in Table 1 and 
Fig. 2, can be used to help researchers to increase rigor by grounding their projects 
with existing artifacts. Accordingly, design researchers may clarify how present and 
prior artifacts relate to one another or can describe artifacts that they coevolve with. 
Thereby, design researchers address mutability of their design artifacts such as Gregor 
and Jones asked for [7]. Furthermore, we suggest that the terminology for evolving 
design artifacts helps to decide where to focus on when evaluating design artifacts as 
suggested by Gregor and Hevner [68]. For example, when adapting an artifact version 
that has been evaluated profoundly and that has positive impact, evaluations of the 
new version may focus on those features that have been added or abandoned instead 
of again evaluating the whole version. In contrast, when evaluating an artifact variant, 
evaluation can focus on distinct characteristics of the application domain the variant is 
used in. 

To improve relevance, design researchers can use the terminology for evolving 
design artifacts to clarify their contribution. In analogy to the design science 
contribution types presented in [68], design researchers can distinguish different 
contribution types for their artifacts. As one contribution type, their artifact instance 
may base on well-developed and evaluated artifact instances and thus, include mature 
knowledge. In this case, design researchers could discuss the distance between their 
current and preceding artifact instances, e.g. by devising the number of new functions 
or abandoned functions, as well as the effort required to implement or abandon these 
functions. As another contribution type, researchers might describe their design 
artifacts to only have a limited evolutionary lineage. In this case, design researchers 
justify their contribution by discussing the novelty and originality of their ideas as 
well as the problems their artifacts help to solve. Furthermore, as mutations in design 
projects are subject to human activity, relevance for future design projects might be 
increased by facilitating mutations. For example, allowing for more creativity in 
design projects or for appropriate time slots for evolving the design artifact might 
impact on the number and quality of mutations.  For instance, the act of creativity has 
been discussed as bisociation, that can be achieved by relating issues that at first seem 
unrelated to produce new insights [69]. Bisociation has been discussed in psychology 
but to our knowledge not been reflected for design science.   

So far, the terminology for evolving design artifacts does not fully relate to recent 
mutability approaches. In-design mutability refers to the degree of change 
encompassed within one artifact version [7] and does not reflect relationships between 
artifacts. In-use mutability describes artifacts to evolve over time by allowing users to 
adapt the artifact. However, also designers evolve their artifacts (e.g. [53–55, 59]), 
which is not reflected in in-use mutability. We suggest that the terminology for 
evolving design artifacts may enhance in-use or may be treated as a unique aspect. 
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6 Limitations 

As this work represents an interim struggle in theorizing we include a discussion of 
potential boundaries that need further investigation. We have limited our analysis to 
conceptual modeling design research but presume that these concepts can be applied 
to other IS domains that deal with design science. We suspect that coevolution is 
possibly not a relevant type to describe artifact evolution in any IS domain. In 
conceptual modeling, coevolution was reconstructed for artifact types and their 
corresponding modeling tool. Accordingly, for this domain we found coevolution to 
be tool-dependent and might hence not apply to any domain. Yet, more research is 
needed to specify whether coevolution is indeed dependent on tools.  

Furthermore, one might question whether concepts of the terminology for evolving 
design artifacts may apply to any conceptual modeling project. In the evaluation we 
have only focused on types of artifact evolutions that were published in the BISE-
journal from 2014-2018. We found that artifact evolutions had a low to mid-range 
complexity including one to three different evolutionary relationships. For example, 
Fill and Johannsen described an artifact evolution that includes an incorporation, 
adaptation as well as coevolution [55]. In contrast, other artifact evolutions only 
included one type of artifact evolution and might in this sense be described as less 
complex in terms of evolutionary steps. Yet, we suspect that concepts of the 
terminology for evolving design artifacts may be also used for more complex 
evolutions such as the evolution of the UML or BPMN. We have already pinpointed 
to how these different types of evolution may correspond to the development of UML 
in the introduction but agree that more research is needed to proof whether concepts 
can also be applied to large artifact design projects.      

7 Conclusion and Future Research 

As design artifacts evolve over time, design researchers need a terminology to 
describe this evolution. We have developed such a terminology based on evolution in 
biology and evaluated whether its concepts and relationships are already used, 
although in other words. We found that authors describe evolution in their own words 
but lack a consistent terminology. For further evaluation we suggest to use a larger 
sample size and to check the coders’ interpretations against the designers’ experience 
by conducting interviews. Thereby, usefulness of the terminology and the need for 
further notions may be assessed. So far, we only provide examples of evolving 
artifacts [55, 59]. A systematic approach to describe evolving design artifacts might 
help to compare evolutions of different design artifacts and thus, to render evolution 
of design artifacts more transparent. The terminology derived in this paper bridges the 
gap between the need to address mutability [7] and the guidance required to do so 
[70]. So far, this guidance is available as a terminology and not as a mid-range theory 
[71] between evolution in biology and evolution in design artifacts. To further 
approach theory, e.g. boundaries need to be investigated, concepts need to be refined 
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for other domains, propositions about e.g. typical sequences in which types of 
evolutions occur should be developed and translated into hypotheses.   
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